The Map Insight provides the highest resolution imagery on the market as standard. Making it a vital information source for geo-environmental professionals.

Groundsure possesses the most complete archive of high resolution digitised historical maps in the UK. These are the clearest and highest quality historical maps on the market as they were scanned in colour (where available) and at over 500 dots per inch (DPI), providing greater confidence, clarity and detail. They also include original marginalia information such as the surveyed, levelled and copyright dates.

Groundsure’s historical maps include National Grid and County Series maps including Town Plans from varied scales and detail: 1:10,000, 1:10,560, 1:2,500, 1:1,250, 1:1,056 and 1:500.

*from £70 for Map Insight (Small Scale), from £85 for Map Insight (Large Scale) and from £125 for Map Insight

Map Insight

The definitive historical map report

Key Facts

0-1ha: £70 +VAT*
RRP: 1-10ha: £85 +VAT
10-90ha: £145 +VAT

Reliance: £10m

Delivery: <4 hours

Historical maps are provided in three formats as follows:

‘Map Insight’, including town plans: Available scales include 1:10,000, 1:10,560, 1:2,500, 1:1,250, 1:1,056 and 1:500;

‘Map Insight (Small Scale): available scales include 1:10,000 National Grid and 1:10,560 County Series and now includes mapping from 2001, 2010 and 2019;

‘Map Insight (Large Scale), including town plans: Available scales include County Series 1:1,056 and 1:500, National Grid at 1:1,250 and both at 1:2,500 and now includes LandLine from 2003.

Map Insight

The new environmental data standard